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The Devi stairlift
introduces a new
generation of
curved stairlifts
into Australia.
With the inclusion of powered swivel
(at the top and bottom of the
staircase), and powered footplate as
standard, the Devi stairlift provides an
impressive package that will appeal
to home owners. But the Devi doesn’t
compromise on quality. The Devi
combines quality componentry with
clever design to provide a safe and
reliable stairlift solution for home owners,
with a contemporary seat design that
will complement any decor.

SUITABLE FOR CURVED
STAIRCASE LAYOUTS
	where the staircase is not
a standard straight set of
stairs.
	where the staircase may
have fanned stairs at the
top, bottom or in the
middle.
	where there are bends
and landings through the
staircase.

A curved track system also allows for greater

The Devi stairlift uses a clever modular design

flexibility in terms of where the stairlift will be

that contains just two main track parts – a straight

stored after travel, for example around a corner or

aluminium rail profile, and 5 degree casted

further down a hallway, which may be preferable

curved parts. Using only two elements we can

in tight staircases and narrow spaces (straight

create every rail shape to meet customer needs.

stairlifts remain on the staircase, although can be

Not only does this afford great flexibility on site,

folded to minimise their intrusion onto the stairs).

but it is why this system is able to be removed,

The Devi stairlift also offers a hinged rail, which is

and reconfigured for another staircase if the

ideal if the rail blocks a hallway or door, the hinge

homeowner moves to another house (additional

rail folds back automatically after use.

parts will be required for a longer staircase).

FOLDED WIDTH
370mm
UNFOLDED WIDTH
595mm

METHOD OF DRIVE
Rack and pinion

MIN STAIR WIDTH
625mm

WEIGHT CAPACITY
125kg

POWER INPUT
2 x 12v batteries

FOLDABLE ARMRESTS

POWERED FOOTREST

Arms are easily foldable to minimise the

When the armrests are raised and lowered

intrusion on the stairs. When arms are folded

the footrest will automatically fold up and

up the footplate automatically folds up.

down. The Devi offers this convenient feature

TOGGLE CONTROL

at no additional cost.

The toggle is extremely user-friendly; simply

FAUX LEATHER SEAT

push the toggle in the direction of travel.

The seat is finished in an ethical faux

POWERED SWIVEL SEAT

The powered swivel seat functions at both
the top and the bottom of the staircase (an

leather which provides a soft and luxurious
appearance to compliment any home.
Available in two colours - sand or charcoal.

option which is not always available on stairlift
systems).

nationalstairlifts.com.au

OUR
STAIRLIFT
RANGE
National Stairlifts offer a full range of
straight and curved stairlifts for indoor
and outdoor staircases. We also offer
cargo platforms, wheelchair platform
lifts, and a range of custom lift solutions
customised to suit our clients. Please
contact us to discuss your requirements.

Visit our showroom today,
call us on 1800 940 575 or visit
nationalstairlifts.com.au for
more information.
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